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Abstract. This study was designed to investigate the effects 
of glutamine on cytokines 1L-1, TNF-α and prognosis of 
patients with lobectomy in the process of postoperative 
rehabilitation. A total of 78 patients with lung cancer who 
underwent lobectomy from January 2015 to January 2017 were 
selected in Daqing Oilfield General Hospital (Daqing, China). 
Patients were randomly divided into two groups, 39 patients 
in each group. Patients in the control group were treated with 
conventional treatment, while patients in the observation 
group were treated with both conventional and glutamine 
treatment. The levels of TNF-α, endotoxin, serum IL-1, IL-10, 
IL‑15, IL‑18 and intercellular adhesion molecule‑1 (ICAM‑1), 
myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity, incidence of nausea and 
vomiting, pulmonary histopathological changes, prognosis, 
and rehabilitation (time in bed, hospital stay and lung func-
tion) were compared between the two groups. Within 1 year 
after treatment, most patients survived, except 2 patients in 
the observation group and 3 patients in the control group who 
died. The rate of postoperation infection in the observation 
group was slightly lower than that in the control group. After 
treatment, the levels of endotoxin and TNF-α in the observa-
tion group were significantly lower than those in the control 
group (p<0.05). After treatment, the serum levels of IL‑1 
and IL‑10 were significantly higher and the serum levels of 
IL‑15 and IL‑18 were significantly lower in the observation 
group than those in the control group (p<0.05). The expres-
sion levels of ICAM‑1 and MPO activity were significantly 
higher in the observation group than those in the control 
group (p<0.05). No significant difference in the incidence 
of nausea and vomiting was found between the two groups 
(p>0.05). The average postoperative bed rest and hospital stay 

in the observation group were significantly shorter than those 
in the control group (p<0.05). The levels of forced expiratory 
volume in 1 sec (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC) and peak 
expiratory flow rate (PEFR) in the observation group were 
significantly higher than those in the control group (p<0.05). 
The results indicated that glutamine treatment is effective in 
the postoperative rehabilitation of patients undergoing lobec-
tomy. Glutamine can regulate the levels of IL‑1 and TNF‑α, 
improve lung function, shorten bed rest and hospitalization 
days, promote patient's postoperative rehabilitation process, 
and improve patient's quality of life.

Introduction

Lung cancer is a common malignancy with a high mortality 
rate and increasing incidence in young people (1). In the last 
50 years, many countries have reported that the incidence 
and mortality of lung cancer has significantly increased. The 
morbidity and mortality of lung cancer in men rank first among 
all malignant tumors, and second in women. The causes of 
lung cancer include smoking, air pollution, ionizing radiation, 
chronic lung infections and occupational and environmental 
exposure. A large number of data have shown that long-term 
smoking has been closely related to lung cancer. The incidence 
of lung cancer among urban residents has been higher than 
that in rural areas, which may be related to the presence of 
carcinogens in urban air pollution and smoke. Therefore, 
non-smoking should be advocated and urban environmental 
hygiene should be improved. Studies have demonstrated that 
long-term smokers were more likely to develop lung cancer 
than non-smokers, and the younger they started smoking, the 
more likely they were to develop lung cancer. In addition, 
smoking not only directly effected health, but also had a nega-
tive effect on the health of the people around them, which led 
to the increase of the prevalence rate of lung cancer in passive 
smokers (2,3).

Clinical manifestations of lung cancer are complex. Tumor 
site, tumor complications, metastasis and pathological type 
can determine the severity of lung cancer. However, manifesta-
tions of early lung cancer mainly include cough, chest pain and 
hoarseness, but no typical clinical symptoms were observed. 
Therefore, the misdiagnosis rate is high and most patients were 
diagnosed at an advanced stage, which in turn delays the treat-
ment (4,5). The symptoms of central lung cancer appear early 
and are severe, and the symptoms of peripheral lung cancer 
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appear late and are mild, even asymptomatic, so it is often 
found in physical examination. The symptoms of lung cancer 
contain local symptoms, systemic symptoms, extrapulmonary 
symptoms, infiltration and metastasis symptoms (6‑9).

Lobectomy, as the main treatment of lung cancer, can 
improve patients' condition. However, the complication of 
lobectomy, such as postoperative pulmonary infection and acute 
respiratory distress, can seriously affect patients' lung function, 
which in turn reduces the treatment effect (10). Studies have 
shown that glutamine can promote nitrogen balance, inhibit the 
translocation of enterotoxin and bacterial into blood, maintain 
intestinal mucosal integrity, and promote systemic immune 
and intestinal immune function. In this study, 78 patients who 
underwent lobectomy for lung cancer were selected to investi-
gate the effects of glutamine on cytokines, including IL-1 and 
TNF-α, and the prognosis of patients.

Patients and methods

General information. A total of 78 lung cancer patients 
who underwent lobectomy were randomly selected from 
January 2015 to January 2017 in Daqing Oilfield General 
Hospital. Patients were randomly divided into two groups, 
39 cases in each group. Patients in control group included 
21 males and 18 females, the age ranged from 43 to 76 years 
with an average age of 59.56±7.89 years, body mass 
index (BMI) ranged from 19 to 25 kg/m2 with an average value 
of 22.19±2.13 kg/m2, ASA classification: 23 cases of grade I and 
16 cases of grade Ⅱ. Patients in the observation group included 
23 males and 16 females, the age ranged from 43 to 78 years 
with an average value of 59.63±7.93 years, and BMI ranged 
from 19 to 26 kg/m2 with an average value of 22.21±2.19 kg/m2, 
ASA classification: 22 cases of grade I and 17 cases of grade Ⅱ. 
There were no significant differences in the basic information 
(such as sex and age) between the two groups (p>0.05) (Table I). 
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Daqing 
Oilfield General Hospital (Daqing, China). Signed informed 
consents were obtained from the patients or the guardians.

Criteria
Inclusion criteria (7). i) patients diagnosed with lung cancer 
who underwent lobectomy; ⅱ) aged between 40 and 65 years; 
and ⅲ) with ASA grade of Ⅰ‑Ⅱ.

Exclusion criteria (11). i) patients combined with severe 
hypertension and cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases; 
ⅱ) patients who cannot tolerate the drugs used in this study; 
ⅲ) patients who received radiotherapy or immunosuppressive 
therapy; and ⅳ) patients with severe gastrointestinal ulcers, 
blood system diseases and liver and kidney dysfunction.

Methods. The patients in both groups were treated with lobec-
tomy. After operation, patients in the control group were treated 
with conventional methods including nutritional support, fluid 
resuscitation, anti-inflammatory treatment, fasting, gastro-
intestinal decompression, bed rest and other comprehensive 
treatments. Besides conventional treatment, intravenous infu-
sion of 100 ml of glutamine (SFDA approval no. H20153121; 
Hangzhou Minsheng Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd., 
Hangzhou, China) was performed twice a day in the observation 
group. Treatment was performed for 7 days for both groups.

Evaluation indicators. i) levels of TNF‑α and endotoxin (12): 
peripheral venous blood (5 ml) was extracted from each patient 
before and at 7 days after treatment, after centrifugation 
at 2,500 x g for 5 min at 4˚C, the supernatant was collected 
and stored at ‑20˚C in a refrigerator; levels of TNF‑α were 
measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and levels of 
endotoxin were measured using BET‑24A bacterial endotoxin 
analyzer, the kit were provided by Beijing Weitonglihua 
Experimental Animal Technical Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China), 
all operations were performed in strict accordance to the 
manufacturer's instructions. ⅱ) Levels of serum IL‑1, IL‑10, 
IL‑15 and IL‑18 (13): levels of IL‑1, IL‑10, IL‑15 and IL‑18 
were detected by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. 
ⅲ) Intercellular adhesion molecule‑1 (ICAM‑1) expression and 
myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity: after treatment, expression 
of ICAM-1 in serum was measured by immunohistochemistry, 
and MPO activity in 5% lung tissue homogenate was measured 
by colorimetric method, all operations were performed in 
strict accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. ⅳ) The 
occurrence of nausea and vomiting (14). v) Lung function 
indicators: the forced expiratory volume in 1 sec (FEV1), forced 
vital capacity (FVC) and peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR). 
ⅵ) Lung histopathological changes (15): lung tissue was fixed 
in 10% formaldehyde solution, followed by H&E staining. Lung 
histopathological changes were observed under microscopy 
(BX‑42; Olympus,Tokyo, Japan).

Statistical analysis. SPSS 22.0 software (IBM Corp., 
Armonk, NY, USA) was used to analyze all data in this study. 
Measurement data were expressed by mean ± standard devia-
tion (SD), and processed by t‑test. Count data were expressed 
by the number of cases and percentages, and processed by 
χ2 test. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically signifi-
cant difference.

Results

Levels of endotoxin and TNF‑α. Before treatment, no signifi-
cant differences in endotoxin and TNF-α were found between 
the two groups (p>0.05). After treatment, the levels of endo-
toxin and TNF-α were significantly lower in observation group 
than those in control group (p<0.05) (Table Ⅱ).

Levels of IL‑1, IL‑10, IL‑15 and IL‑18. Before treatment, no 
significant differences in the levels of IL‑1, IL‑10, IL‑15 and 
IL‑18 were found between the two groups (p>0.05); after 
treatment, the levels of IL-1 and IL-10 were significantly 
higher and the levels of IL‑15 and IL‑18 were significantly 
lower in the observation group than those in the control 
group (p<0.05) (Table Ⅲ).

ICAM‑1 expression and MPO activity. Compared with the 
control group, the expression level of ICAM-1 and MPO 
activity in the observation group were significantly higher than 
those in the control group (p<0.05) (Table Ⅳ).

Survival, postoperational infection and adverse reactions. 
All patients survived in the observation and control groups 
1 year after the surgery, except for 2 patients in the observa-
tion group (1 for heart attack and 1 for cerebral infarction) 
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and 3 patients in the control group (2 for diabetes mellitus and 
1 for heart attack). The survival between the observation and 
control groups was not significantly different, p>0.05. Forty 
infections were observed in the observation group, including 
5 cases of mycoplasma, 4 cases of Streptococcus pneumoniae, 
2 cases of Haemophilus influenzae, 1 case of influenza virus 
and 2 cases of unknown infection. Nine infections were 
observed in the control group, including 3 cases of myco-
plasma, 3 cases of Streptococcus pneumoniae, 2 cases of 
influenza virus and 1 case of unknown infection. The rate 
of postoperational infection in the observation group was 
slightly lower than that in the control group. Four cases 
(10.26%) of nausea and vomiting were observed in the obser-
vation group and 3 cases (7.69%) were found in the control 
group, significant differences were found between the two 
groups (χ2=0.000, p>0.05).

Postoperative bed rest and hospital stay. Postoperative bed 
rest and hospital stay were significantly shorter in the observa-
tion group than those in the control group (p<0.05) (Table Ⅴ).

Lung function indicator. Compared with the control group, 
FEV1, FVC and PEFR were significantly improved in the 
observation group (p<0.05) (Table Ⅵ).

Lung histopathological changes. Normal lung tissue structure 
was observed in the control group although a small amount 
of inflammatory cell infiltration appeared, but edema was 
not found. Finally, inflammatory cell infiltration and alveolar 

hemorrhage were significantly improved in the observation 
group (Fig. 1).

Discussion

Overview of glutamine. Glutamine is a precursor material 
for glutathione (GSH), pyrimidine, purine and amino acids. 
It is also a major source of energy for immune, lymph and 
fibroblasts in the body. Glutamine provides not only ATP 
but also materials for the synthesis of proteins and nucleic 
acids (16,17). Some scholars believe that glutamine can play a 
two-way immune regulation role. It can inhibit the expression 
of inflammatory factors, but also improve immune function, 
and the protective role of glutamine is different in different 
organs (18). At present, the pharmacological effects of gluta-
mine are mainly reflected in the following points: i) glutamine 
can promote protein synthesis, inhibit excessive muscle tissue 
decomposition, and prevent multiple organ dysfunction (19,20); 
ⅱ) glutamine can be converted to glutamate, and further 
promote liver synthesis of GSH, which is the most important 
antioxidant in the body, thereby enhancing the body's anti-
oxidant capacity (21); ⅲ) glutamine can participate in the 
energy and material metabolism of immune cells to reduce 
infection (22); ⅳ) glutamine can reduce intestinal damage, 
prevent endotoxin and bacteria migration, protect the mucosal 
barrier, and reduce the risk of intestinal infection (17,23); and 
v) glutamine can reduce protein decomposition under stress 
conditions, reduce complications, and improve the overall 
condition (24).

Glutamine, TNF‑α and endotoxin. Lobectomy, as the main 
treatment of advanced lung disease, can effectively remove 
the tumor lesions. However, systemic inflammatory response 
and other serious complications caused by lobectomy can 
seriously aggravate the patients' condition (25). Therefore, the 
identification of an effective measure to reduce the occurrence 
of multiple complications after surgery as well as improving 
the prognosis of patients is particularly important. TNF-α can 
directly kill human tumor cells, but has no significant toxicity 
to normal cells. As the most active factor in the process 
of killing tumor cells, TNF-α can reflect the conditions of 
patients (26). Endotoxin is composed of a non‑specific core 
polysaccharide, cell‑specific polysaccharide and lipid A. In 
this study, endotoxin and TNF-α levels in the observation 
group were significantly improved compared with those in 

Table Ⅱ. Comparison of endotoxin and TNF‑α between two 
groups (mean ± (SD), ng/l).

Time‑points Groups Endotoxin TNF‑α

Before treatment Control (n=39) 1.13±0.26 78.23±18.71
 Observation (n=39) 1.08±0.31 76.29±19.03
 t value 0.772 0.454
 P‑value >0.05 >0.05

After treatment Control (n=39) 0.47±0.23 49.78±13.54
 Observation (n=39) 0.21±0.15 30.16±10.27
 t value 5.913 7.210
 P‑value <0.05 <0.05

Table I. Comparison of basic information between two groups.

 ASA classification
 -----------------------------------
Groups Male/female Age (years) BMI (kg/m2) Ⅰ Ⅱ

Control (n=39) 21/18 59.56±7.89 22.19±2.13 23 16
Observation (n=39) 23/16 59.63±7.93 22.21±2.19 22 17
t/χ2 0.044 0.029 0.084 0.130
P‑value >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05

BMI, body mass index.
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the control group, indicating that glutamine can reduce the 
postoperative inflammatory response and side‑effects. This 
result is consistent with the finding of Cetinbas et al (27). 
Glutamine is the most abundant amino acid in cells and 

human body. Under normal circumstances, glutamine has 
the characteristics of non‑essential amino acids. Glutamine, 
which is important for the catabolic acceleration process, can 
improve metabolism of the intestinal mucosal cells; gluta-
mine can promote the rapid synthesis of GSH substances, and 
further strengthen the body's antioxidant capacity (27). At the 
same time, as raw materials and nitrogen donor of nucleotide 
precursor, glutamine can greatly promote the differentiation 
and proliferation of macrophages and lymphocyte, increase 
the synthesis of phospholipid mRNA, and inhibit TNF-α 
over-production, and thus effectively improve immune func-
tion. In addition, glutamine can protect the mucosal barrier, 
prevent endotoxin and bacterial migration, reduce endotoxin 
levels and tissue damage (28).

Figure 1. Lung histopathological changes. (A) Control group: Normal lung tissue structure, a small amount of inflammatory cell infiltration appeared and no 
edema was observed. (B) Observation group: Inflammatory cell infiltration and alveolar hemorrhage were significantly improved.

Table Ⅵ. Comparison of lung function indicators between the 
two groups mean ± (SD).

Groups FEV1 (l) FVC (l) PEFR (l/sec)

Control (n=39) 1.26±0.24 1.41±0.63 2.34±1.33
Observation (n=39) 1.79±0.32 2.21±0.77 3.38±1.52
t value 3.928 2.538 2.084
P‑value <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 sec; FVC, forced vital capacity; 
PEFR, peak expiratory flow rate.

Table V. Comparison of postoperative bed rest and hospital 
stay between the two groups.

Groups Bed rest Hospital stay

Control (n=39) 2.7±0.7 9.4±4.3
Observation (n=39) 1.2±0.4 6.2±2.8
t value 14.412 4.831
P‑value <0.05 <0.05

Table Ⅳ. Comparison of the expression level of ICAM‑1 and 
MPO activity between groups (mean ± (SD).

Groups ICAM‑1 (%) MPO (U/g)

Control (n=39) 85.71±10.34   4.24±0.61
Observation (n=39) 46.03±10.67 13.95±1.92
t value 16.678 30.100
P‑value <0.05 <0.05

ICAM-1, intercellular adhesion molecule-1; MPO, myeloperoxidase.

Table Ⅲ. Comparison of serum factors between the two groups (mean ± (SD), pg/ml).

Time‑points Groups IL‑1 IL‑10 IL‑15 IL‑18

Before treatment Control (n=39) 27.23±10.97 56.48±16.78 51.78±12.31 253.08±33.92
 Observation (n=39) 26.86±11.34 55.71±17.03 52.01±12.09 251.83±30.54
 t value 0.147 0.201 0.083 0.171
 P‑value >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05
After treatment Control (n=39) 31.04±17.69 103.76±19.78 29.17±7.82 172.58±20.59
 Observation (n=39) 39.78±18.37 173.27±21.03 10.91±6.34 110.37±15.76
 t value 2.140 15.036 11.327 14.983
 P‑value <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
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Glutamine, IL‑1, IL‑10, IL‑15, IL‑18, MPO and ICAM‑1. IL-1 
can promote the secretion of IL-2 substances from T cells by 
stimulating platelet growth factor to repair the body immune 
response system, thus effectively improve patients' condition. As 
a neutrophil‑specific reductase, MPO level is stable in cells and 
MPO can be used to reflect neutrophil aggregation and activity. 
As a surface protein of endothelial cells, ICAM-1 can promote 
inflammatory response, control tumor tissue deterioration and 
metastasis, so as to regulate immune response. The expression 
level of ICAM-1 is low under normal conditions, and the 
increased level of ICAM-1 can lead to the binding of ICAM-1 
to its specific receptor, which in turn enhances the adhesion 
of white blood cells, inflammatory cells and tumor cells to 
endothelial cells, so as to promote endothelial cell activation, 
resulting in excessive inflammatory response. In this study, the 
levels of IL-1 and IL-10, the expression level of ICAM-1 and 
MPO activity were significantly higher, and the levels of IL‑15 
and IL‑18 were significantly lower in the observation group 
than those in the control group, indicating that glutamine could 
effectively reduce the inflammatory response, and improve 
body immunity. The possible explanation is that, as an important 
antioxidant, glutamine can increase the level of GSH under 
stress conditions, reduce endothelial cell damage, stabilize cell 
membrane and protein structure, promote antioxidant capacity, 
and protect cell function. At the same time, glutamine can 
enhance immune function, promote cell metabolism, prevent 
muscle over-decomposition, and reduce damage to tissues and 
organs. Glutamine can also enhance the immune function, 
reduce the production of inflammatory factors, and effectively 
regulate the levels of cytokines (29).

Glutamine and prognosis. In this study, no significant differ-
ences in the incidence of nausea and vomiting were found 
between the two groups. But observation under microscope 
revealed that postoperative recovery of the observation group 
was significantly better than that of the control group, indicating 
that glutamine plays an important role in energy metabolism 
and immunity. In addition, average postoperative bed rest and 
hospital stay in the observation group were significantly shorter 
than those in the control group (p<0.05). FEV1, FVC and PEFR 
in the observation group were also significantly better than those 
in the control group (p<0.05), indicating that glutamine can 
promote the recovery of lung cancer patients after lobectomy.

In conclusion, glutamine can regulate the levels of cyto-
kines IL-1, IL-10, IL-15 and IL-18 in patients with lobectomy 
to improve immune function and promote postoperative reha-
bilitation.
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